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ABSTRACT
A Bruce, Robert N., MSEE., Purdue University. August 1988. Impedance 
Measurements of Underground Cable Systems. Major Professor: W alter
Weeks.
This paper documents a series of experimental impedance measurem ents 
made on underground residential distribution (URD) power components w hich 
included 15 KV class power cables, elbow connectors and a padm ount 
transformer. The measurements were performed at high frequency, i.e. the 
MHz frequency region. The purpose was to study how the impedance of these 
devices behaves a t high frequencies. Two port transmission param eters and 
network analysis were used to study the characteristics of these types of sys­
tems at these high frequencies.
• -'-r . .
CHAPTER I
'■ ;r\ , .V'
INTRODUCTION AND LITERATURE REVIEW
1.1 Faults and Failures
Let’s consider two imaginary scenarios for cable failure. A swimming 
pool company is installing a pool in Bill’s yard when a backhoe operator is 
suddenly blinded by bright flash near the bucket. At Bill’s Budget Cable 
Company a truck driver flicks his cigarette ashes in a container of 
polyethylene pellets before a fork lift operator takes the pellets to be processed 
into high voltage insulation. These stories illustrate th a t cable failures can 
occur by mechanical or electrical stresses, for reasons ranging from the 
damaging of the cable by construction crews to impurities in the cable 
insulation.
Construction crew digging causes most cable failures, in spite of the 
D on’t  Dig Blind campaigns. The service of marking underground utilities is 
coordinated by an organization named DIG SAFE [l]. Still an urban utility 
company receives more requests to mark cable routes w ith safety red paint 
than they can handle. In addition, It has been found from field experience th a t 
cable route drawings are not always accurate. Cable locating instrum ents are 
available but the accuracy of this equipment depends on the conditions and 
the operator. Dig-ins are located with less problem normally when the cable 
fails during construction. Once the construction is complete and a cable fault 
occurs later, the cable failure may be classified as electrical stress failure (with 
mechanical help). These failures can be as hard to locate as an insulation 
failure.
Some failures are not caused by mechanical disruptions. Insulation 
failures result from aging, thermal and electrical stress. Besides, m aterial 
imperfections create and /o r accelerate many insulation failure mechanisms. 
Hence partial discharge (PD) tests measure the quality of underground cable 
insulation. A PD model can use small capacitors to represent imperfections in
the cable dielectric. These capacitors charge and discharge at high frequency 
when the cable is operating. In addition PD may cause or aid the growth of 
microscopic cracks inside the dielectric [2,3]. The cracks are called 
insulation trees and they may lead to -cable failure. However, transients on 
distribution systems like lightning and switching overvoltages, can cause 
impulses thh t stress the cable to the point of failure [4].
The industry has limited specific understanding of the details of actual 
cable failure. Experience shows th a t cable failures will continue and methods 
to identify and locate them  faster and  must be developed. How do we
categorize these failures and find them? Cable failures can be characterized by 
their fault impedance. Typical impedances include high, low an d /o r nonlinear 
properties. Each failure is unique, and determining the type and location is 
not always a simple job , especially when the cable is directly buried in the 
E arth  [5,6]. This thesis is most concerned with the field location of failed 
'-,'cables.
1*2 Fault Location
I t  is clear th a t any effort to speed Up th e  location of faults should begin 
with a study of how faults are located currently. Human performance is a key 
element in fault location. Many people must communicate; these include 
customers, phone operators, clerical people, dispatchers, linemen, and area 
engineers. The number one goal of fault location is to restore service to 
customers a s ; soon as possible. Customers start the location process by 
informing Ibe utUity th a t they are w ithout electricity. Once the trouble calls 
come in-they-are grouped and an outage area-is determined. Crews are called 
into the area to isolate the problem to the smallest possible num ber of 
Customers. : ; VC’C
Cable failures result in fault currents. These currents approach 
thousands of amperes on operating electric utility systems. Large currents such 
as these typically open sectionalizing fuses, circuit breakers and other 
interrupting equipment. If these protective devices are coordinated properly 
frontUthe feeder source, crews can isolate the failed cable section in a timely 
' m anner. . -1Y- -V-. \ V ' i'
Two major techniques exist for locating cable faults [7]. These are the 
term inal and the tracer techniques. Terminal methods instrum ent the buried 
cable a t one or both ends and determine the approximate location of the fault 
[8-10]. Tracer methods are used to pin-point the location by walking the cable
path making measurements along the way [11-13]. Each technique has 
alternative types of instrum ents. Terminal methods include bridges and radar 
type instrum entation [14-16]. Tracer methods include thum per, tone tracer 
Earth  gradient and tracing current type instrum entation [17,18].
Gurrent terminal methods have limited accuracy and current tracer 
methods, namely the thum per, can be damaging to the cable. Field location 
of faults requires the use of instrum ents to determ ine the type; of'failure and  
then the fault location methods are chosen. Often, this requires a dedicated 
cable testing van to carry the different instrum ents [l9j.
Since the most inqpqrtant gpa.1 for a u tility  is to restore power to outaged 
customers, utility companies need a fault location method th a t is quick and 
versatile. Being able to locate faults accurately enough for repair (say about 24 
inches) from measurements a t the terminals of cable runs would decrease the 
!°c?te faults. The time savings come from eliminating one or m ore 
cable isolation steps. The tracer techniques are the most time consuming and 
these could be eliminated along with some parts of the cable isolation process.
' 1.3 Devices
URD installations consists of three basic types of hardware. These are 
cable, connectors and transformers. This thesis examines how this hardware 
affects signals in 0 to 20 MHz range. F au lt signal frequencies typically fall 
between these limits.
Most underground cable being installed today is concentric neutral URD 
type. URD cable is normally 15KV type cable. The center conductors are 
aluminum or copper ranging from AWG # 6  to 4 /0  commonly used sizes for 
housing subdivision are AWG # 2  or I /O  aluminum. Center conductors are 
covered with a semiconducting layer called a strand  shield. Cross linked 
polyethylene (XLPE) insulation is commonly used. The high voltage insulation 
is typically 0.175 mils thick. Another semiconducting layer is applied on top of 
the high voltage insulation. Concentric neutrals typically consist of 6 to 10 
AWG #14 tinned copper wires th a t form a return  [20]. A crude model for the 





Figure 1.1 Idealized Coaxial Transmission Line
construction is shown in Figure 1.2, the protective jacket may be exterior to 
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Figure 1.2 P rim ary Concentric Neutral Underground Cable
Cables are normally connected to padm ount transform ers by a series of 
elbow connectors or term inators. The whole connector system consists of an 
elbow connector, a bushing insert and a bushing well. Figure 1.3 shows all 
parts of the connection [21].
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Figure 1.3 Components of Padxnount Transform er Connector System
The elbow is a right angle separable connector. This right angle feature 
allows the underground cable to come oxit of the E arth  and plug into the 
transform er; The transform er connections are in the vertical plane- Therefore 
the right angle elbow connector reduces the bend radius of the cable required 
to make the connection.
The cable enters through an opening at the bottom  of the elbow, where 
the grounded neutral semiconducting layer of the cable contacts the exterior 
semiconducting molded shield of the the elbow. A concentric neutral of the 
cable is attached to the ground eye on the elbow. In addition, there is an 
operating eye for pulling the connector on and off of the transform er. Often a 
voltage test point is provided.
7;
The cable dielectric contacts the insulation inside the elbow. A threaded 
compression lug is attached to the cable center conductor. The contact probe 
screws into the threaded lug to make the right angle bend of the center 
conductor. A conductive insert provides field stress control a t the right angle 
bend. Figure 1.4 shows a side view of a an elbow with its m any features. 
Elbows are purchased based on conductor size and cable diameters, see insert 
Figure L4. Careful cable stripping is the key to proper operation.
Figure 1.4 Elbow Connector
The bushing insert provides a socket contact for the elbow probe. A 
deionizing m aterial on the elbow probe and the insert snuffer tube help 
extinguish arcs th a t occur when elbows are used to switch transformers in and 
out under load. The bushing insert provides continuation of the high voltage 
insulation and of the grounded semiconducting molded shield. The insert
adapts the transform er bushing well to mate with the elbow connector. The 
insert threads into the transform er bushing well. Figure 1.5 illustrates a
bushing insert and transform er bushing well [22],
Figure 1.5 Bushing Insert and Transform er Bushing Well
The padm ount transform er wall contains the bushing well. The wells are 
directly m ounted in the transform er. The wells connect the bus work and HV 
winding with the outside world. They are typically installed by the 
transform er m anufacturer. They are purchased in varying lengths depending 
on the internal design and layout of the transformer. Figure 1.6 shows a 
schematic of a loop-thru padm ount transform er. The connection between the 
JJV windings allows the next transform er in the system to be energized.
9
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Figure 1.6 Loop-Thru Padm ouht Transformer ScKematie
1.4 Distribution Systems
An underground residential distribution system is typically fed from an 
main overhead line. The cable goes underground at a u tility  pole, called a 
riser, th a t consists of a fused cutout, an arrester and an underground cable 
term inator. The cutout protects the rest of the distribution system from a 
failure on this underground section. An arrester protects the underground 
section from high voltage transients. The term inator reduces field stress at 
the connection. The underground cable is protected a t the base of the riser 
pole by steel conduit th a t comes out of the soil. The cable becomes direct 
buried a t the base of the pole and heads towards the first transform er. Figure
1,7 shows main parts of a riser pole [23,24]. Figure 1.8 illustrates a model
10
distribution system th a t has been constructed for testing. The model system 
includes a pair of 25 ICVA transformers th a t have lbadbreak connections. A 
riser pole energizes the transformers.
Between the transformers, a faulted or to be faulted cable is spliced into 
the system; the faulting processes produce high frequency signals th a t 
propagate through the system.
The general transmission structure involved in the model distribution 
system consists of varying degrees of coaxial lines. These lines range from a 
coaxial concentric neutral cable changing to a less coaxial Ioadbreak connector 
system and finally changing into the oil -immersed non-coaxial internal 
transformer connections. The transmission line changes repeat for the next 
transformer in the UHD loop.
The effect of the transmission line changes is minimal on the power 
transfer a t 60 Hz , bu t the higher frequency fault signals will change. System 
grounding changes the magnitude of fault signals and how signals propagate 
on the cable. The fundam ental purpose of this thesis is to docum ent the 
system effects on high frequency signals. Transfer characteristics (magnitude 
and phase versus frequency) are required for each transform er. Effective 
shunting adm ittance a t different frequency is also needed.
CHAPTER 2 - METHODOLOGY
2.1 Tiyo Port Networks
Two port^netw orks are a _ convenient way to represent systems which 
contain a single input and output. Figure 2.1 shows a representation of a 
transmission type two port. The param eters which describe the network are
Figure 2.1 Fundam ental Two P ort Network
determined by the relationships of the input and ou tpu t voltages and currents.
Engineers, designers and technicians are exposed to two port concepts in 
basic circuit theory. However, the type of two ports commonly used in power 
systems are known as transmission param eters. The prim ary difference 
between these param eters and other two port representations is the direction 
of the current in the second port (or output) is opposite from the normally 
assumed convention. This presents little problem because a lternate two port 
representations such as impedance, adm ittance, hybrid, inverse, inverse 
transmission and s-param eters can be converted using the proper 
relationships, see [25].
The general transmission or ABCD param eter equations are
V 1 =  AV2 +  BI2





Once the ABCD parameters are determined the dependent ou tpu t can be 
calculated for any given independent input. The interconnection of two ports 
allows one to construct and analyze complicated networks and systems.
A common two port interconnection is cascading. Figure 2.2 shows a set 
o f cascaded kwo ports; note the output of one becomes the input of the other.
D 1 D? ' ... Dn
; ’ ' v ■ - :• - ' ■ '
Figure 2.2 Cascaded Two P ort Networks
The overall ABCD m atrix of the two port system is the product of the ABCD 
matrices for each device.
If an ABCD m atrix can be determined for each component then overall
system response can be determined. The underground system adapts well to
the  cascaded two port network concept.
2.1 Measurements
To determine the ABCD param eters (which change with frequency) the 
magnitude and phase change of the input and output m ust be measured. This 
is the transfer characteristic of the network being measured.
Two general techniques can make the required measurements. These are 
network analysis or time domain reflectometry (TDR). Network analysis is 
the process of creating the data  of the transfer an d /o r impedance
characteristics of a linear network through stimulus-response testing. TDR
measures the time and amplitude difference between the input pulse signals, 
and the ou tput and/or the reflected signals.
Network analyzers typically measure the relative ratio of magnitudes in 
dB where 20 dB corresponds to a 10:1 ratio of voltage or current. Phase is 
measured relative to a designated zero degree reference signal. Sine wave 
reference signals are swept over the desired frequency range. The combined 
magnitude and phase data can be used to determine the complex impedance
and transfer function [26].
Both methods are useful in studies of underground device param eters. 
Termination, mismatches, and shielding effects create difficulties in 
understanding the data; Hdwevejf the study of well matched systems with test 
devices will assist in validating the analysis and measurement approaches.
■’.■'2*3'Mptclmcl Tepminations
Network measurements can be used to infer the complex impedance of a 
network or device. The measurement circuit shown in Figure 2.3 depicts an 
instrum entation test circuit. Boxed elements are internal to the network 
analyzer which is a Hewlett Packard HP-3577A. The connections are made 
with RG-58 cable and BNC connectors these have a characteristic impedance 
of 50 H which mean Rg and Rp have values of 50 IX Since the term inations 
are matched, discontinuities are kept a t a minimum. For illustration, a test 




Figure 2.3 M atched Impedance Test Circuit
The m agnitude and phase is measured over the norm al operating 
frequencies of the device by sweeping the sinusoidal voltage source. The 
measured values are compared to the calculated values determ ined by the 
circuit analysis of the test circuit. The equations for calculating magnitude 
and phase for the test impedance are as follows. ZtJ is a complex num ber and 
Zn is 50 fl. >■ V"'-.'/.
Kiaghitude
M agnitude,^ — 20log10






It should be noted th a t the 6.0 dB adjustm ent is introduced when matched, or 
direct connected, because the voltage across Rp is divided equal with Rs 
causing a -6 dB drop which the Hewlett Packard network analyzer does not 
show on its display. Therefore it must be subtracted from all da ta  obtained 
from its output. In addition the instrum ent’s voltage source generator may 
have attenuation, see the lower left corner of Figure 2.4, to keep from 
overloading the instrum ent’s receivers. Hence this attenuation may need to be 
added to the data  or the attenuation can be normalized out as was done in 
Figure 2.4. This can be noticed by the user defined function (UDF) designator 
in the top right corner.
Table 2.1 shows the calculated values for a capacitor value of 1045 pF. 
These compare to w ithin 10% for the plotted values measured using the 
network analyzer, see Figure 2.4.
REF. L E V E L  /  ' / D I V  MARKER I  OOO OOO. OOOHz
3 . OOOdB I .  OOOdB MAG (U O F) - O . 12 4d B
0 . OdQg 4 5 . OOOdQg MARKER I  OOO OOO. OOOHz
PHASE (U O F) “
START 0 . OOOHz 
AMPTO - 1 0 . OdBm
STOP 2  OOO OOO. OOpHz
Figure 2.4 M easured M agnitude and Phase for 1045 pF 
Test Impedance; Solid Line M agnitude, Dasked Line Phase
Table 2.1 M agnitude and Phase Calculations for Test Impedance
1 0 4 5  p F  T e s t  Im p ed a n ce
F re q u en cy  (M H z) V o l t a g e R a t io
T3:
:!I
P h a s e  (D eg rees)
. 0 .1 .4 9 9 9 -0 .0 2 1 8 -0 .9 4 0 4
0 .2 .4 9 9 7 -0 -0 2 5 3 -1 .8 8 0 3
0 .3 .4 9 9 4 -0 .0 3 1 1 -2 .8 1 9 2
0 .4 .4 9 8 9 -0 .0 3 9 3 -3 .7 5 6 6
0 .5 .4 9 8 3 -0 .0 4 9 8 -4 .6 9 2 0
0 .6 •4976 -0 .0 6 2 5 -5 .6 2 4 9
0 .7  . v •4967 -0 .0 7 7 6 -6 .5 5 4 8
0 .8 .4 9 5 7 -0 .0 9 4 9 -7 .4 8 1 2
0 .9 .4 9 4 6 -0 .1 1 4 4 -8 .4 0 3 7
1 .0  ; •4934 -0 .1 3 6 1 -9 .3 2 1 9
■ ■- 1 .1  ^ ' " .4 9 2 0 -0 .1 5 9 9 -1 0 .2 3 5 2
1.2 •4906 -0 .1 8 5 9 -1 1 .1 4 3 3
1 .3  ■<: ■ .4 8 9 0 -0 .2 1 4 0 -1 2 .0 4 5 8
>  1 .4  w  ::<■ .4 8 7 3 -0 .2 4 4 1 -1 2 .9 4 2 3
1.5 .4 8 5 5 -0 .2 7 6 2 -1 3 .8 3 2 3
1.6 .4 8 3 6 -0 .3 1 0 3 -1 4 .7 1 5 7
; : i . 7  "• .4 8 1 6 -0 .3 4 6 3 -1 5 .5 9 1 9
i .4 7 9 5 -0 .3 8 4 1 -1 6 .4 6 0 7
1.9 .4 7 7 3 -0 .4 2 3 7 -1 7 .3 2 1 7
2 .0 .4 7 5 1 -0 .4 6 5 1 -1 8 .1 7 4 8
The equations used to calculate Table 2.1 compare well with the 
measured data  plotted by the network analyzer. The small test system was 
friendly compared with the signals obtained in large underground PowrCr 
circuits, in which term inations and shielding characteristics play an
im portant role in signals obtained and analyzed.
2.4 Unmatched Terminations
W hen power distribution circuits carry high frequency signals, distributed 
models m ust be used. If the characteristic impedance Z0 is different from the 
term ination impedance then current and voltage reflections occur. A length of
underground cable used has a Z0 of about 40 H but the network analyzer has 
term inations of 50 IL Therefore, term ination mismatches or discontinuities 
are created. The mismatches cause some of the incident energy of the
Figure 2.5 Unmatched Terminal Instrum entation Circuit
REF L E V E L / O I V MARKER IO  OdQ bOO. OOOHx 
MAG <R> - I S .  IOSdBni9 . OOOdBm i . OOOdB
START O. OOOHx 
AMPTO - 1 0 .  OdBm
STOP 5 0  OOO OOO. OOOHx
Figure 2.6 Measured M agnitude for Pdorly 
M atched Terminations
For the poorly matched terminals the magnitude at low frequency is near -14
MARKER 10  0 0 0  0 0 0 . 0 0 0 H z  
MAG CR>
/ O I V  
I . OOOdB9 .  OOOdBi 1 2 . '71  SdBm
START 0 . OOOHz 
AMPTD - 1 0 . OdBm
STOP 5 0  OOO 0 0 0 . OOOHz
Figure 2.7, Measured Magnitude for Better M atched Term inations
dB of attenuation and drops unevenly to a minimum of -19 dB at 45 MHz as 
opposed to the better m atched case which at IOMHz is -12 dB and attenuates 
more evenly reaching crossing -16 dB at 50 MHz. A perfect m atch at all 
frequencies is not feasible in practice. Hence, the complex impedance 
equations must be redeveloped for the unmatched case. The voltage ratio 
between the source and the 50 Q parallel load resistor is given by
. — —  ------- =  — P - /  V /  ' < W
; Vs ■ Z , , Z
2 I +  — I +  —— I +  _
Z50 2Y50 Z50 I
This equation can be used for calculating the T equivalent values from 
m agnitude and phase measurements. Two independent m easurements can be
made so as to obtain a set of two equations and two unknowns. The first 
measurement is the voltage ratio and phase of the power devices being tested 
shown back in Figure 2.5. The second measurement contains a resistance Zaĉ  
added in series w ith the device as shown in the Figure 2.8. The suitably 
modified voltage ratio equation above, provides the second equation for the 
two unknowns. A two port representation of the two measurements is shown
Figure 2.8 Second Measurement Unmatched Terminal 
Instrum entation Circuit - ... _
in Figure 2.9.
Figure 2.9 Required T Equivalent Device M easurement 
Apparatuses
A series of measurements on underground distribution components can be 
made to determine w hat effect they h a v eo n h ig h fre q u en c y  signals. In order 
to check the unm atched term ination equation a set of experiments was 
performed using attenuators built from resistors for 40 ft, 50 ft and 70 ft 
characteristic impedance systems. Each circuit was built from discrete 
resistors whose values were measured by a digital m ultim eter. The two 
measuremeiits (With the resistor and w ithout) were made. The data  were 
used to solVe the general equation and determine the value of the resistors in 
the equivalent T circuit and compare the results with the meter 
measurements. This is shown in Table 2.2 and the values agree to and 
estimated error over the frequency range of less than  5.5%.





Z ■—— Ln ~  Y
(Ohms)
Metered Calculated Metered Calculated
40 21.0 22 27.9 28
50 25.2 26 36.0 35 .
70 36.3 37 50.1 49
2.5 U n d e rg ro u n d  D evice M e a su re m e n ts
A series of measurements was made on different components as an 
underground system was being built. The purpose was to determine the 
changes caused by different components and geometries to the transfer 
characteristics of cascaded two ports. The HP-3577A network analyzer was 
used to make m agnitude and phase measurements. A Lecroy 9400 digital 
oscilloscope and a Hewlett Packard  HP-8012B pulse generator were used to 
_Per ôrm TDR type measurements to see shielding effects. Propagation 
velocities were determined using a D ata Precision D6000 and a cross 
correlation optimal estim ator technique [27]. Table 2.3 explains the coding 
for the letters representing the type of component being measured and the 








A baseline case was made using a known length of underground power 
cable. The effect of changing cable geometry was also measured. It is 
im portan t to s e e  w hat changes are caused by the repositioning of the shield, 
since the concentric neutral shielding is imperfect.
Once these m easurem ents were documented the cable was cut and elbow 
connectors were installed. Elbow to elbow m easurements were made; some 
additional shielding was used to keep as good a coaxial geometry as possible 
Figure 2.10 shows cascaded two ports depicting these baseline measurements.
Figure 2.10 Baseline Component Two P ort Measurements
Now th a t a set of large unm atched hookup leads has been created, measured 
and documented we can use these to measure the complex impedances of the 
padm ount transfbrriier.
Finally, m agnitude and phase rneasurements are made on the 
transform er. These data  are used to calculate the T equivalent impedance of 
the transform er a t different frequencies. The change caused by the 
transform er alone m ust be determined from the data which include the effects 
Of the cable and the elbows. To quantify the transform er two port values, the 
cable and elbow effects m ust be understood and an equivalent model 
deterthmed; Figure 2!. 11 shows th e  process th a t needs to be performed on the 
m easurements to get the data  for each separated device. In Figure 2.11, a 
minus sign is used to pictoriaily denote the removal of the com ponent’s effects 
from the m easurem ent data.
Figure 2 .11 Gr aphic Two P ort Device Isolation P rocess
Separate m easurem ent da ta  are essential for understanding the properties 
of each apparatus. B ut because of the effect of geometry and shielding details, 
it can be difficult to get quantitative information when changing apparatuses. 
Therefore it is necessary to determine w hat changes are brought about by 
different series resistance (i.e. Zadd) and what deviations are found in these 
m easurements. We w ant a change which is measurable and repeatable but
riot so large th a t it over shadows the change from the baseline device 
measurements.
Figure 2.12 shows the general two port nieasuremerit apparatus being made. 
The Source "S" stim ulates one end of each apparatus with a adjustable sweep 
frequency. The other end of the cable is in Iriput "R" arid is the received 
channel. Then series resistors are added to each apparatus at the butptit arid 
the input of the network analyzer; allowing k change to be measured while 
keeping symmetry hs assuirihd iii the ahaiysis of the equivalent T.
.... , ' : , ;
S . - .. C . ..... R
: C ’■ ' ■ " ::
S C . E
W ,, r
Jl;.:'' : ^ c , ; ; - : ... .....E-.
Figure 2.12 Two Pori Repteseritatibh Of HP-3577A Moasuremeiits
CHAPTER 3 - REStJLTS
First measurements are made on a cable length as a benchmark. The 
section is bent into the installing geometry after which the measurements are 
repeated, Cutting the cable and installing two elbow connectors th a t .are short 
circuited will -cause changes in the magnitude and phase response. After 
investigating the elbow effects, we can connect the elbows into a padm ount 
transform er and repeat the measurements.
3.1 Gable Measurerdehti
Background measurements were made using 28.79 and 33.29 foot lengths 
of concentric neutral cable. A network analyzer measured the m agnitude and 
phase of the voltage transfer ratio. The choice o f a series measureixiebt 
resistance was determined by performing measurements a t 5 MHz. The 
average m agnitude and phase change between the no series m easurement 
resistance and the existence of known series resistance was determined. The 
deviation was calculated to insure a reasonable variance and repeated 
independent measurements could be obtain relative to the size of change in 
the responses. The data  is summarized in Table 3.1 for the three resistance 
values used. It was noted during the measurements th a t the frequency sweep 
tim e and resolution bandwidth of 10 seconds and 10 Hz respectively improved 
the ability to repeat the measurements. This was especially true w ith the 
phase measurement.












■ -■ *} ■ 1.1915 2.3708 0.0201 0.3190
10 2.3040 2.1448 0.0093 0.1656
50 9.0232 0.6386 0.0407 0.5149
The apparatuses are shown in Figure 3.1 and data  are shown in Figure 3.2 
and Figure 3.3, respectively. The solid line represents the cable m easurem ent 
of the device alone and the single dashed line represents the measurements 
with the series resistance of 10 Q.
Figure 3.1 Cable Measurement A pparatus
REF LEVEL. 
□ . OOOdBm 
0 . OdOdBm
/ D I V  MARKER 5  0 0 0  0 0 0 .  0 0 0 H z
1 0 . OdOdB MAG<02> - 1 2 . 2 1 0 d 8 m
1 0 . OOOdB MARKER S OOO OOO. OOOHsc
. . :  : ■ :' ' ' '
.. ; , : . - i  ■




: • • ' . .
.. :
■ '■
; \  ' ■ ■'
AMPTD - 1 0 . OdBm
Figure 3.2 M agnitude versus Frequency of Voltage Transfer Ratio 
for Cable Measurements (cable length =  8.7752 meters); Solid Line 
w ithout Zâ dJ Line w ith ZatJd
REF L E V E L / D I V  MARKER 5  OOO OOO. OOOHz
0 . O dag  4 5 . OOOdag PHASE <D2J - 9 7 . 6 8 8 d a g
0 . O dog 4 5 .  OOOdog MARKER 5  OOO 0 0 0 .  OOOHz
______________  PHASE<R5 - 9 9 . 8 1 4 d d g
STOP 2 0  OOO 0 0 0 .  OOOHzSTART 0 . OOOHz 
AMPTD - 1 0 .  OdBm
Figure 3.3 Phase versus Frequency for Cable M easurements 
(cable length =  8.7752 meters); Solid Line w ithout ZacJcJ, 
P a sh e d L in e w ith Z acJcJ
The two port param eters can be determined at a particu lar frequency by 
solving the following problem: given the m agnitude and phase response 
determine the equivalent T circuit elements th a t would produce the given 
response. Some of the equivalent param eters are tabulated  in Table 3.2 for
I J .J A '■ ' • ' ' ' ‘ ‘ ' V "-V -'V-' -''W . ' -V W  vselected frequencies.
Table 3.2 Equivalent T Gircuit Elements for Cable Measurements
Frequency
(MHz)




Real Imaginary Real Imaginary
I  . >+6,700 6.969 0.014 0.012
.. 5 15.120 29.494 -0.009 0.030
10 23.832 -83.559 -1.132 0.745
15 -10.824 -27.857 0.029 -0.019
Tbe imperfect shielding of the concentric neutral cable can cause 
difficulties. Interferences can be a ttribu ted  to the improper shield grounding. 
This is illustrated in the cable geometry experiment.
3.2 Cable Geometry
The transformier connections are made on the vertical plane. Therefore it
is necessary to bend the cable to install the cable w ith attached right angle 
elbow connector, see Figure 3.4 [28]. In the process of bending the cable, the 
shield wires are repositioned.
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Figure 3.4 Cable Installation Geometry
A set of measurements were made on the effect of bending the cable. The 





Figure 3.5 Cable Geometry Measurement Layout
The bends which we placed in the cable did not create measurable 
discontinuities. The absence of, or details of grounding connections did have 
substantial effects. The cable as depicted in Figure 3.5 was placed in the 
center of a shielded room, bu t is isolated from the room ground. The ground 
for the signal is through the network analyzer. An interference was observed 
at 19.5 MHz as shown in Figure 3.6.
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KEF LEVEL- / D I V  MARKER 1 9  SQO O O O .OOOHz
- 3 0 0 . OOnSEC 1 0 0 . OOnSEC DELAY OJOF> - 1 9 3 .  IO n S E C
------------ -  . .
—-J------- y  — — I
-------- 1I
START 0 . OOOHz 
AMPTO - 1 0 .  OdBm
STOP 5 0  OOO 0 0 0 . OOOHz 
DELAY APER 5 0 0 . OKHz
Figure 3.6 Delay M easurement nsec versus Frequency Showing 
Interference of Isolated Cable
When the shield of the cable was placed in firm contact with the ground 
of the room, the delay plot changed. The delay plot of Figure 3.7 shows the 
change; in particular the large interference at 19.5 MHz has been removed.
REF LEVEL / 0 1  V MARKER 19  5 0 0  0 0 0 .  OOOHz
T300. DOnSEG 100.OOnSEC DELAYCU0F> -0. 826nSEC
START 0 . OdOHz  
AMPTO - 1 0 .  OdBm
:__ _
■ /i ;- .. . i. ■ — ^STOP SO OCO 000.OOOHz 
DELAY APER SCO.OKHz
Figure 3.7 Delay M easurement nsec versus F requency Showing 
Removed Interference of Non-Isolated Cable
These measurements illustrate the importance th a t proper grounding can play 
in making measurements.
3.3 Cable and Elbow Measurements
Next th e  cable is cut between the bends and the elbow connectors are 
installed. Both network analysis and time domain reflectometry (TDR) were 
used in looking at the elbow to elbow connector apparatus. Each technique 
gives useful information about characteristics and param eters.
The network analysis apparatus is shown in Figure 3.8.
&=0 =0 =0 H IM 3
0 =0 - 0 =0 =1 1 ^
Figure 3.8 Cable and Elbow Measurement A pparatus
The length of the cable on both sides of the elbow is kept equal to m aintain 
symmetry. Again a good series resistance was found experimentally. Table 3.3 
illustrates the data. /
Table 3.3 Averages and Deviations for Cable and Elbow M easurements











5 1.4080 2.4273 0.6889 0.6334
. 1.8945 2.4740 0.0816 0.2456
7.7600 1.8156 0.1826 1.2695
The magnitude and phase were measured and recorded. Figure 3.9 shows 
the magnitude measurement.
REF LE V E L  
0« OOOdBm 
0 . OOOdBm
/ 0 I V MARKER 5  0 0 0  0 0 0 . OOOH2
1 0 . OOOdB MAGCD25 - 1 2 .  440dB m
I d . OOOdB MARKER 5  OOd OOO. O OO Hi 
MAC <R5 - 1 4 .  29SdBm
START 0 . OOOHz 
AMPTO - 1 0 . OdBm
STOP 2 0  OOO OOO. OOOHz
Figure 3.9 M agnitude versus Frequency for Voltage Transfer Ratio 
for Gable and Elbow M easurements; Solid Line w ithout Zadd, 
D aslied L in ew ith Z add
The phase is shown in Figure 3.10, The same line convention, mentioned 
earlier, for the experiment is used in these plots.
REF LEVEL V D iV  MARKER 5  ODD OOP. QOOHz
4 5 . OOOdag PHASE CDS) - 1 0 9 .  6B O d ag  
4 5 .  OOOdag MARKER 5  OOO OOO. OOOHzO , O dag
PHASE CR)
START O . OOOHi 
AMPTD - 1 0 .  OdBm
STOP 2 0  OOO 0 0 0 . OOOHx
Figure 3.10 Phase versus Frequency for Cable and Elbow Cable 
Measurements; Solid Line without Zadd, Dashed Line with
The resulting param eters for the elbow connector apparatus are tabulated  in 
Table 3.4 for selected frequencies.








Real Imaginary , Real Imaginary
v  I 0.095 9.739 0.007 0.009
;-';v ; V 41.687 50.167 -0.009 0.019
10 -0.853 -49.446 -0.000 -0.050
15 -2.655 -18.723 0.042 -0.024
Before the cables were trim m ed to equal length, TDR measurements were 
made to see What propagation characteristics the elbows have and how 
shielding affects the signals.
Figure 3.11 shows the TDR measurement apparatus. The oscilloscope is 
triggered ju s t before the input pulse is p u t on the, cable thereby displaying the 
full pulse injected on the cable. Figure 3.12 displays the pulse detected at both 
ends of cable w ithout any additional shielding. The tim e difference between , 
the peak a t one end of the cable (large peak top trace) and peak a t the other
H S G C
end (bottom  trace) is 70 nsec. Assuming propagation delay of 2.0545 — — for
this cable gives an apparent length o f 34.07 feet. The other small pulse shown 
on the top trace is the reflection of the pulse from the elbow connection 















C hannel I  
-550  mV
C hannel 2
153 .1  mV
...Y  1 C h l  .1 V g
At 70 n s  f  1 4 .2  MHz T /d iv  5 0 n *  Ch 2 50 mV 8
T r ig  . 16 d iv  + CHAN I  =
Figure 3.12 Unshielded Elbows TDR Pulses
Figure 3.13 shows how the propagation changes when the elbows have 
additional shielding* The scales for both figures are: the top trace is 0.1 V 
per division; the bottom  trace is 50 mV per division and a time base of 50 nsec 
per division is used for both traces. _ ^ _
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Figure 3.13 Shielded Elbows XDR Pulse?
Ch I  .1  V 5} 
T /d lv  50 n s  Ch 2 50 mV g 
T r ig  . 1 6 d lv  + CHAN 1 =
Three things should be noted. The reflection from the elbow in the top trace 
is smaller. The magnitude of the pulse at the far end of the cable (lower trace) 
is doubled. The lower pulse has also shifted in time by I nsec. This time shift 
leads to a increased apparent length of about 0.5 feet.
The prim ary importance of these measurements is to determine how the 
degraded coaxial geometry of the elbow connectors can affect the high 
frequency signals.
3,4 Cable, Klbow and Transformer Measurements
The transform er is a noncoaxial device. The core and coil are immersed 
in oil and fuses are located for protection and safety. Figure 3.14 shows a 
cut-away view of the internal connections of one type of transformer. 
However, the internal configurations for a specific KVA rating of a 
transform er vary  depending on features and the purchaser’s specifications
[28].;. / I  v - :  ■ \  ' . .Q - - S ' ;
Figure 3.14 Internal Transform er Connections
Since the 10 H series resistance gave the best measurement da ta  in 
Sections 3.1 and 3.3, it is decided to use only the 10 il  resistance for making 
the transform er measurements. Figure 3.15 shows the measurements 
performed on the transformer.
B= 0 =£M IW IKI ] = 0
R
Figure 3.15 Cable, Elbow and Transform er M easurement A pparatus
The average and standard deviation of the change between both the 
magnitude and the phase responses with the existence of the series 10 Q 
resistance and without were calculated for the transformer at three 
frequencies. The results are shown in Table 3.5.
Table 3.5 Averages and Deviations for Cable, Elbow and Transform er 
Measurements











1.6878 1.4435  ̂ 0.0127 0.2120
10 2.4042 9.5263 0.0511 0.3585
15 2.8098 5.6043 0.0508 0.5403
The voltage transfer ratio for the transform er is shown in Figure 3.16 and 
the phase response is shown in Figure 3.17. The solid line represents the 
measurement w ithout the series measurement resistance. The single dashed
48
line represents the measurement with the 10 ft series resistance added. Table
3.6 shows the T equivalent elemeht values for the transform er measurements 
a t selected frequencies.
REF L E V E L / D I V MARKER 5  DOO OOO. OOOHz
Oi OOOdBm IO . OOOdB MAG<D2> - 1 4 .  SO ldB m
0 . OOOdBm IO . OOOdB MARKER 5  OOO OOOi OOOH*
MAG <R5 - 1 6 .  186dBm
START 0 .  OOOHz 
AMPTD - 1 0 .  OdBm
STOP 2 0  OOO O O Q .OOOHz
Figure 3.16 M agnitude versus Frequency of Voltage Transfer Ratio ~ 
for Cable, Elbow and Transform er Measurements; Solid Line w ithout 
10 ft Resistance, Dashed Line with 10 ft Resistance
/ D I V  MARKER S OOO O O O .OOOHz
4 5 . OOOdQ9  P H A S E <D 2) - 1 2 S .  S S B d ag
4 5 . OOOdog MARKER 5  OOO OOO. OOOHz 
PHASE <R> - 1 2 7 .  O 4 7 d o g
O. O dsg
START O . OOOHz 
AMPTD - 1 0 .  OdBi
STOP 2 0  OOO OOO. OOOHz
Figure 3.17 Phase versus Frequency for Cable, Elbow and Transform er 
Measurements; Solid Line w ithout 10 O Resistance, Dashed Line 
with 10 ft Resistance
Tb evaluate the effect of secondary loading on the transfer characteristics, 
the tests of Figure 3.16 and 3.17 were repeated with the ou tpu t term inal of 
the transform er secondary shorted. The plots for these tests are not included 
since they were virtually identical to the plots of Figure 3.16 and 3.17.
Table 3.6 Equivalent T Circuit Elements for Cable, Elbow and 
Transform er M easurements
Frequeney
(MHz) (Ohms) (Siemens)
Real Imaginary Real Imaginary
1 -10.916 7.294 0.029 0.027
. 5 69.019 61.998 -0.101 0.016
10 :: -6.474 -36.151 0.033 -0.081
V 15 -3.314 -13.638 0.124 -0.022
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CHtAPTTEft 4 - CALCtrLATidNS
4.1 A pproxiirlatioh  C om parison
SincrtH e equation for calculating the T equivalent circuit elements for 
unm atched term inations is quadratic, two roots will be found. The equations 
are of the form
ax2 +  bx +  c = 0
+  I
The roots of the equation are found in a normalized form and converted to 
impedance values. The coefficients are found from the m easurement data.
M easurem ent2
: I +  2MeasurementoM easurem ent1 1 Ti
add
b =  2M easurement, Zadd M easurem ent2 Zadd 




Both measurements include magnitude and phase hence all measurements are 
complex. Therefore a, b and c are complex which requires the use of a 
quadratic formula yielding two complex roots and a resulting complex Y.
Y =
2x2M easurement
An approxim ation for the T equivalent elements for the cable 
measurements is given by the following formulas. This can be used to 
compare with the measured values.
cosh'/d —- I 
Y 0Sinh-Zd
_  I 
Y0Sinh^d
<  Yr, <  Siemens
4° ....: 30
Y0 is the characteristic adm ittance of the power cable.
Z12 = Y
Z12 is the reciprocal of the shunting adm ittance. To select the proper root we 
conclude th a t the real part of the Z for the baseline stand alone cable 
mieasurements must be positive. The complex propagation constant is
rj — a  + j/3
The attenuation constant a  is defined, for a matched cable of length d, by the 
equation
■ Vj m i =  V , . ^ /
It was found to be higher than expected (i.e. 0.0282 nepers per meter) using 
this crude attenuation measurement technique. The phase constant is a 
function of the frequency and the velocity of the cable, // was approxim ately 
1.55 Ti IO8 meters per second for the frequency range of interest.
/ -
The values , inferred front the measurements are compared w ith the 
approximate calculations in the Table 4.1 for the Z and Table 4.2 for Z12. A 
characteristic impedance of 40 fl was used for the approxim ate calculations. 
The real part of Z at the I MHz and 15 MHz are suspect since they should not 
be negative. The I MHz data  was estim ated from the plots in C hapter 3 and 
was not read from a digital display. Adjusting the m easurem ent w ith the 
series resistance added can cause the negative real part to become positive. A 
phase change of +3° for each frequency and a m agnitude change of 0.5 dB a t 
I MHz and 1.0 dB at 15 MHz makes the real part of Z positive.
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Z Approxim ate 
(Ohms)
Real Imaginary Real Imaginary
I -6.700 6.967 5.5516 7.082
5 15.213 29.494 13.2032 47.1541
10 23.2601 -83.558 90.3254 -132.6320
15 -10.824 -27.857 6.7647 -20.0624
The Z12 will have a negative real part a t certain instances. The Z12 is 
given by
Z12 =  ■ z ° '
12 sinh^d
however 7  =  a  +  j /3, and sinlryd is found by the following identity.
sinlryd =  sinho;dcos/3d -I- jcoshc*dsin/?d
B ut- 0  is a function of-frequency and the cos/3d will be negative a t certain 
values.
f < /Sd< 3 f
These values of /3d correspond to frequencies of 4.4 MHz and 13.2 MHz 
respectively. Therefore, the real part of Z12 a t the frequencies of 5 MHz and 
10 MHz should be negative.





Z12 Approxim ate 
(Ohms)
Real Im aginary Real Imaginary
-V"-;"' I 42.016 -33.844 52.0175
5 -8.930 -30496 -2.1966 -39.3093
10 -12.665 38.177 -42.3565 70.4365
15 . 23.983 15.432 8.6893 45.8351
These negative real values mean th a t the equivalent T  circuit is 
UnrealizaMe (i.e., one is unable to construct the  equivalent using passive
lumped param eters) bu t still a valid solution m athem atically.
4.2 Multiple t)evices "
Overall, it was found th a t the cascading of elbows and transform er 
introduced no large discontinuities or swamping effects in the frequency range 
-0-20-MHz. Figure 4.1 and 4.2 show, on the same graph, the. changes th a t 
occurred when, first, elbows and, then, transform er were included in the cable 
length. The plots are the same as those presented earlier, bu t are here 




START 0 . DOOH*'. 
AMPTD - 1 0 .  OdBm
STOP 2 0  0 0 0  0 0 0 . OOOHz
Figure 4.1 M agnitude versus Frequency for Cascaded Component 
Effects; Solid Line Cable Response, Single Dashed Line 
Cable and Elbow Response, Double Dashed Line 
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Figure 4.2 Phase versus Frequency for Cascaded Component 
Effects; Solid Line Cable Response, Single Dashed Line 
Cable and Elbow Response, Double Dashed Line 
Cable, Elbow and Transform er Response
The solid line represents the cable measurement; the single dashed line 
represents the  cable and elbow m easurem ent and the double dashed line 
represents the cable, elbow and transform er measurement. The transform er 
apparatus behaved like a capacitive or inductive device depending on the 
frequency.
The ABCD param eters for two ports in terms of unm atched term ination 




I -F ZY =  D
= Z2Y +  2Z 
C =  Y
The Tables 3.2, 3.4 and 3.6 contain the data for caiculating the transmission 
param eters for the interconhected components. Real values of both the Z and 
Y term  may be negative because the cascaded two port matrices of each
separate device are multiplied.: If at selected frequencies the Y term  has a 
negative real p a r t  other may take bn negative real values during the
muitipliicatibn process.
In order to find the ABCD param eters for each device it is necessary to 
unravel the- composite m atrix obtained from them easurem ent data. We shall 
s ta rt by finding a component common to all measurements; the cable. The 
ABCD param eters for the 8.775 meter cable are calculated iisiiig the equations 
stated above. However for the other device measurements it would be nice to 
think o f the cable as two pieces. rTherefbfe the ABCD m atrix can be 
decomposed into two identical matrices th a t when riiultipled together yield the 
Original ABCD M atrix for the entire cable length. The subscript m atrix 
notation denotes th a t the ABCD elements of the m atrix all have the same
subscript as the m atrix. The —  denotes half of the cable length.
2
■ . - ' •; A B A B A B
C D JC C D CD
2 - -■ 2 - -
Eigenvalues and eigenvectors were used to perform the similarity 
transform ation. The Appendix discusses the details of the sim ilarity 
transform ation calculation. Table 4.3 shows the cable ABCD param eters for 
the entire 8.775 m eter length of cable.
Table 4.3 Gable Measurement ABGD Parameters
F req u en cy A = =D B  . ' C
(M H z) R e Im R e Im R e Im
0 .8 2 2 0 .0 2 3 -1 2 .3 6 7 -1 2 .5 4 7 0 .0 1 4 0 .0 1 2
■' 5 -0 .0 3 5 0 .1 9 8 8 .8 4 7 3 1 .4 6 2 -0 .0 0 9 0 .0 3 0
10 -1 .1 5 8 0 .0 9 2 -3 .8 9 1 -1 5 .4 1 2 -0 .0 0 7 8 -0 .0 2 3 6
—  1 5 ^ ; ; 0 .1 5 2 -0 .6 1 6 -2 9 .4 3 0 -2 5 .4 3 0 0 .0 3 0 -0 .0 1 9
The B and C terms can be used to find the characteristic impedance of the 
cable. :
This is a useful measure of how well the method of measurement worked. The 
1,5,15 MHz B - and C param eters give reasonable magnitudes ranging from 
30-33 11 However the phase in the I and 15 MHz Z0 calculation is large. This 
is hot surprising since the original Z calculation had suspect values which were 
already a subject of discussion. The 10 MHz data gives a Z0 of 25 f t  bu t it is 
mostly reactive which is puzzling. The method worked well a t 5 MHz yielding
a Z0 of 32.1 a t -16.1°.
The transform ed cable m atrix is used to determine the ABCD param eters 
of the elbow connector. Here the transformed cable m atrix is inverted and 
then pre and post multiplied by the cable and elbow ABCD matrix.
A B A B A B A B A B- .. ' ■ V . ' ' ' CD Q_ C D E CD C D
£  ~ C D -EE—■ ■ • ■' ■- ■ - 2 -■ ■ E 2 I; J'2 2
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The result yields an ABCD m atrix for two elbows. This is then transform ed 
using the m atrix transformation: method (Appendix ABCD m atrix
for a single elbow. The E represents a single elbow. Table 4.4 shows the
single elbow ABCD param eters for selected frequencies.
Table 4.4 Elbow Only ABCD Param eters
F req u en cy .. A = D
(M H z) R e Im R e Im R e Im
V .  I  : 0 .9 9 8 -0 .0 3 7 2 .9 0 3 6 .1 1 4 - 0 .0 0 .0 4 0
. 5"- ' ' 1 .0 4 4 0 .0 0 6 9 .6 6 7 2 1 .0 3 3 -0 .0 0 1 0 .0 1 2
10 0 .7 4 4 0 .1 0 2 2 0 ,2 4 0 -5 .3 0 0 -0 .0 2 8 0 .0 1 0
15 . 0 .8 7 3 -0 .0 8 5 -1 .4 1 5 -8 .7 3 5 0 .0 2 4 -0 .0 0 4
Although the elbow has a changing geometry. There exists a reasonably 
well defined center conductor and shield. The concept of a characteristic 
impedance can be loosely associated with the elbow. The Z0 of the elbow at 
the lower two frequencies was found to be larger than th a t of the cable. The 
increase would be expected since the geometry and construction of the 
transmission structure changes. The ABCD param eters were used to determ ine 
the values of Z and Zj2. A t all frequencies Z12 is much larger than Z. 
Therefore single elbow has a small shunting effect.
Finally ABCD m atrix for the cable, elbow and transform er apparatus is 
calculated. The transformed ABCD matrices for the cable and single elbow 
are used by pre- and postmultipling them  together. The inverse of the 
products is found and multiplied in proper order to the cable, elbow and 
transform er ABCD matrix. The T represents the padm ount transform er. The 
result is the ABCD m atrix for the padm ount transform er. Table 4.5 shows 
the values of the transform er ABCD parameters.
A B A B
C D C C D
J L - -*
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Table 4.5 Transformer Only ABCD Param eters
F req u en cy
(M H z)
A = D B ■ c
R e Im R e Im R e Im
-V  I V ; 0 .9 8 1 -0 .1 3 9 -1 4 .4 3 4 -1 0 .0 1 3 0 .0 1 8 0 .0 1 7
5 -0 .5 0 6 0 .0 0 4 -8 .0 2 2 -1 3 .8 6 2 0 .0 1 6 -0 .0 1 8
10 0 .4 3 9 0 .0 9 6 -2 0 .4 7 2 -5 .0 4 0 0 .0 3 8 -0 .0
15 1 .6 6 2 1 .0 3 8 0 .4 9 5 5 6 .2 1 2 0 .0 3 1 -0 .0 0 4
The transformer is not a uniform transmission structure. Therefore the 
ABCD param eters were used to determine the Z and Z12 for the transform er. 
The Z12 is larger than Z at I and 10 MHz and similar in size a t 5 and 15 MHz. 
The magnitude and phase plots of Figure 4.1 and 4.2 show th a t a t 5 and 15 
MHz there exist interferences.
This general, technique for calculating the ABCD param eters and the 
characteristic impedance of devices works. T he  m ethod was applied over a 
very large frequency range (i.e. 0^20 MHz)/ The data  show th a t overwhelming 
discontinuities do not occur over this range. The ability and technology to 
build equipment and devices to Work with the impedance changes of 
underground distribution systems a t high frequencies is possible.
4.3 Applications
The data  obtained from the measurements made is useful for modeling 
purposes. A better understanding of high frequency characteristics of 
underground cable system has been obtained, especially those param eters 
relating to  typical URD type construction. The basic param eters will help 
define the type of instrum entation systems th a t will be able to  locate high 
frequency sources on the operating utility  systems. Although operating utility 
systems have a wide variety of components and practices, construction
standards can be developed to assist the detection of high frequency signals.
Much of the electrical distribution is controlled by mechanical and 
human means. There has been much discussion about the autom ation of 
electrical distribution systems. The ability to understand existing equipment 
and component operation in frequency ranges other than  60 Hz could limit the 
am ount of extra hardware to im plernent such systems thereby making them 
more cost effective.
■ 4.4 Conclusions
As shown in Figures 4.1 and 4.2, a padm ount transform er with its feed 
through hardware, does not seriously disrupt the transfer of signals through it 
(in the frequency range 0-20 MHz). Except for a noticeable "wobble" in the 
range 2-4 MHz and 11-15 MHz, the effect is almost like adding a length of 
lossy transmission line. It is unlikely, then, th a t the protocol for locating 
faults will be seriously disrupted by such transformers.
A h attempt was made to characterize the transmission line lengths, the 
elbows, the transformer and the combination by network parameters deduced 
from the measured transfer functions. It was found that, quantitatively, the 
deduced values for the networkparameters lacked consistency. The reason for 
the lack of consistency is not yet clear. The exphriinehtal results are 
repeatabIe within an expected tolerance. The calculated results are sensitive 
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In order to find the square root of a nxn m atrix A, a sim ilarity transform  
is formed using the equation
where D is a diagonal m atrix and P is nonsingular m atrix. G ifen this
: a 1/ 2 =  PD1Z2P -1  '
where D1Z2 is diagonal with each element on the diagonal being the square 
root of the corresponding diagonal element of m atrix D. To see if this is true
A 1Z2A i/2 =  P D 1Z2P -1P D 1Z2P -1
=  PD 1Z2ID1Z2P -1 =  P D 1Z2D 1Z2P -1 =  P D P -1
To find the similarity transforms the eigenvalues of A are needed. The 
characteristic equation is
|xi — A = 0
The roots of the characteristic equation are the eigenvalues. If there are n 
distinct eigenvalues, then the eigenvectors are calculated :
|XjI — A Jei =  0
P is found by combining the eigenvectors to form an nxn m atrix.
| e l e 2***e n
P -1 can be found by inverting P . D1Z2 is formed by placing the square root of
mmmw-m
the eigenvalues on the diagonal. The square root of the m atrix is determined
by
A1/2 =  P D 1/2P _1
It should be noted th a t there are 2n possible solutions because each 
eigenvalue has two distinct square roots, and there are n eigenvalues. 
Therefore there are 2“ possible combinations th a t form P 1/2-
